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My Recent UFO Photos
On the evening of December 12, 2006, I was walking on a road at Kamiuma 5, Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo, when I noticed a big white, round light at 50 degrees or so above horizon. The apparent
size of this stationary light was, as usual, about the head of my thumb at the stretched arm; that
is, far larger than a full moon. The light was in (on?) clouds of the southeastern sky.
I took digital photos by a cellular phone at 18:15, 18:16, and 18:21 (every time in this report
is of the phone watch that loses around two minutes). The inverted triangular, red object in the
last photo is a traffic sign, which tells "Stop," on the pole in the second photo. Every photo is
uncropped, but the image is adjusted by a computer to be easy to see.
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From my own experiences I judged this phenomenon to remain unchanged, so I stayed at the
scene only for nine minutes and left at 18:22. I went toward the southwest, and after a while
turned to the north-northwest. At 18:29, when I looked back, there was no such light. But at
18:33, when I again looked back, a similar light was at a lower position.
The moon was below the horizon. Incidentally, Figure A shows a nearly full moon above the
same pole in theframe of this cellular phone camera. And if this object is a projected searchlight,
it has to have the shape of not a circle but an ellipse, as Figure B (from http://members.jcom.
home.ne.jp/nkhoshi/amabun/hikarigai/hikarigai6.html

)

shows.
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CORRECTIONS

( Page 1 of the Last Issue )
The 8th line:
This performance over UK was repeated
on seven days

�

UK was done

The 20th line from the bottom:
our science is unable to prove nothing
�

science is able to

The 6th line from the bottom:
when the common people have only
limited abilities � had only
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A Report to Sky People from Tokyo
T he first "Sky People Report Meeting" of 2000 was, as the 1st issue page 6 reported, only one
lecture by Mr. Kiyoshi Amamiya {1944-). In contrast, the second Meeting in 2007 had many
speakers including me.
On the morning of June 24, at a room with a seating capacity of 45 in the 47th floor of a
high-rise building in Shinjuku, one of the most flourishing town in Tokyo, the meeting began as a
"class reunion" of one-time CBA (Cosmic Brotherhood Association, a legendary Japanese UFO
group) activists. It was a closed-door session by around 10 persons, Mr. Amamiya and others.
I {1952-) and Mr. Osamu Sato (1963-), the president of Sky People Association, listened as

observers (I had been not an activist but a mere reader of CBA magazines). About 40 years ago,
in their young days the persons threw themselves into this movement led by a contact-rnan and
supported by UFOs. They had a very frank talk about CBA.
At the beginning of the afternoon meeting for the general public, Mr. Amamiya e:><olained the
meaning of this meeting-name that was vague also for Japanese: the report may be

on sky

people" and may be "by sky people," but according to him, it is "to sky people," too. T he evening
meeting also was for the general public. Though some persons and subjects of argument were
brought up, every speaker of the two meetings was moderate. 8 persons lectured in all.
After a lecture by Mr. Daisuke Yamamoto (1965-), Mr. Amamiya said, admiring him, that
UFOs dealt with the whole Earth people therefore we must cover a wide range of people but he
had lacked such idea. Although Mr. Yamamoto was a member of an Adamski-believing group of
Japan, his new group, Other Flesh [space people] Union founded in 2006 not for UFO students
but for ordinary people, accepts any person and allows any group. Mr. Yamamoto is a UFO
sighting-repeater, like not a few speakers of the meetings.
Mr. Osamu Sato guided the audience, with his erudition, to the hypothesis that ancient
Japanese islands had a nation led by a contact-man which was overthrown by another nation led
by the Emperor. Mr. Teiji Sato reviewed the NARCAP (USA) report of 2005: Analysis of Digital
Video Aerial Event of October 23, 2004 at Osaka, Japan. As he pointed out, NARCAP has a
misunderstanding that the luminous body was invisible. In fact Mr. Amamiya only did not see with
the naked eye; not could not see (see the 8th issue page 2). And I introduced, in the evening
meeting, two of my videos of mysterious aerial phenomena. I am not keen to show my videos and
photos of UFOs; this is an unusual case.

They Believe in UFOs, That is All
You may have been deeply moved by the latest reports from Japan by AP, Reuters, AFP, and
others. Even Defense Minister gave a fiery speech on UFOs to the press. But Japanese people
have scarcely respect for their politicians, so confessions of UFO-believing by some important
persons of the Government in December 2007 did not make big news in Japan. It is only natural
that Japanese politicians are tolerant of visitors from outer space: we have received many alien
Buddhas and Gods including Santa Claus. The only notable information in this fuss is that the
Governor of Tokyo Mr. Shintaro Ishihara (1932-) despises, according to the newspaper Sankei
Shinbun (Web version) of December 21, Japan Flying Saucer Research Association (JFSA: one of
the earliest UFO group in Japan) to which young he belonged (see the 3rd issue page 5).

NEW BOOK

Yoroppa no UFO (UFOs in Europe) I December 2007 I 239 pages I A complete

translation of Best UFO Cases- Europe (1998) written by Mr. Illobrand von Ludwiger, a German
UFOiogist I Translator: Mr. Yasuo Kuwabara I Publisher: Buitsu-soryushon (Nagoya City, Aichi
Prefecture). Sales agency: Seiun-sha {T okyo) I ¥3800+tax (5°/o) I Japan has no organization
that has the ability to cope with a UFO-flap. Our UFO study

* I have recently moved *
The new address is as follows:

Shimouma
Set agaya-ku Tokyo
6-52-1

154-0002

JAPAN

is "personal." But if you are a UFO-sighting-repeater,
you may be able to walk with UFOs!

based on an assumption that UFOs show us their unpainted
face; though Mr. Ludwiger must not agree with me. This
excellent, scientific book shows us many novel figures on
many radar records, and others. I Mr. K of Tokyo is again
so kind as to donate this book (see the 11th issue page 2).

UFO Criticism by J. N. from Japan
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UFOiogy must, first of

all, be UFOiogic. Scientific study is nothing but a gambling
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